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Once a CEO has decided to lead a strategic and systematic approach to engaging all stakeholders,
there will be no difficulty finding solution-providers to help with the inter-related components of
Enterprise Engagement outlined in this article. The challenge is finding solution-providers that
understand the principles of Enterprise Engagement—i.e., the need to strategically and systematically
align all the audiences and engagement tactics in a proactive, measurable way rather than the current
re-active, siloed manner in which HR, marketing, sales and outside solution-providers battle it out for
resources and often fail to cooperate.
When looking at the engagement field, it helps to view it in the same way as advertising: there are
companies that help lead the management of all elements of the brand architecture, marketing
strategies and implementation across platforms, often outsourcing specific elements to other divisions
or third-parties, and there are many tactical solution-providers that can help with specific elements of
an engagement strategy. In either case, it is essential to have someone and/or an organization at the
helm of a strategic, systematic process to ensure that all the tactics move together, and to work with
tactical solution-providers who understand the concept of Enterprise Engagement and how their
solution supports others to achieve the overall goal.
The fundamental reason for failure to profit from engagement is the lack of a strategic
and systematic CEO-led focus on engaging all stakeholders. Such CEOs, at larger
organizations at least, can benefit from having a Chief Engagement Officer to lead the
effort to engage not just employees but all stakeholders so that all hands are on deck to accomplish
organizational goals consistent with the brand and culture.
The engagement solutions covered in this e-book include solutions for customer,
employee, distribution partner, vendor and community engagement. For complete
information on the field, you can order Enterprise Engagement: The Roadmap 5th
edition, which includes detailed information on the entire field and each tactic. Here are the specific
categories covered in this guide and what organizations need to know about how these services and
tactics fit into an overall engagement strategy.

Strategic Solutions
• Engagement Agencies help develop, implement and measure a strategic Engagement operating
system.
• Engagement consultants focus on program and process design, development, facilitation and
managed outsourcing.

Tactical Solutions
• Branding, brand architecture
• Program/process design
• Leadership and culture
• Talent management
• Assessment and feedback
• Communications
o Branding/graphics
o Print
o Digital
o Face to face
o Social
o Video
• Job design
• Learning
• Loyalty
• Promotions
• Diversity and community
• Innovation and collaboration
• Rewards and Recognition

o Merchandise
o Gift cards
o Travel
o Benefits
• Analytics
• Engagement technology

What to Look for in Strategic Solution-Providers
Engagement Agencies
Engagement agencies help develop, implement and measure the strategic plan. A full-service
engagement agency assumes complete responsibility for discovery, program design, project
management, the specified in-house or managed outsourced services and return-on-investment
measurement. These could include any of the above services and more. Unfortunately, unlike in the
advertising business, there are very few full-service engagement agencies. It’s important to verify their
expertise by observing the company’s discovery process and verifying expertise and in-house versus
outsourced capabilities. An engagement agency consultant should be able to ask insightful questions
and make sensible directional recommendations on the fly in a way that can’t be faked in sales training.
If a recommended solution sounds pat or doesn’t ring true, that’s a warning sign.
Fees: These companies charge advisory service fees for engagement program design development,
project management, managed outsourcing, or services provided in-house, and some may charge fees
for points issued and/or redeemed in points-based performance, loyalty, or recognition programs, as
well as additional fees for managing any rewards, communications, or other related services provided.
Return-on-investment: Achievement of key scorecard objectives for the organization or particular
audience or campaign.

Engagement Consultants
A growing number of individuals or small consulting firms specialize specifically on engagement
consulting. Most focus specifically on employee, customer, or channel/sales engagement, but a few
are now focusing on an enterprise approach.
Fees: These companies generally charge based on professional services fees for speaking, facilitation
and planning.
Return-on-investment: Achievement of key scorecard objectives for the recommended solution.

What to Look for in Tactical Solution-Providers
Branding and Brand Architecture
In the world of Enterprise Engagement, a brand is not just a logo or customer-facing story, it’s a 360degree definition of the values and promises of an organization to all stakeholders. A small but growing
number of branding consultants now incorporate this 360-degree view of the brand and include all
stakeholders. These companies go beyond creating a graphic image to define the brand’s mission,
values, personality, organizational culture and the behaviors/actions that support it. An important
capability is the ability to employ a process that involves all interested stakeholders and builds a
consensus-based rather than top-down solution. Some solution-providers provide survey methods as
part of the process to break down barriers to alignment.
Fees: These companies generally charge for professional services, with the deliverable being a clear
brand definition developed with the involvement of all interested parties.
Return-on-investment: A brand and culture definition consistent with the organization’s organizational
strengths and history, as well as the needs of customers, employees and other stakeholders.

Engagement Program Design
A few engagement consultants focus specifically on the design of engagement, incentive, recognition,
loyalty and other related types of strategies and tactics. Their capabilities can easily be evaluated by
letting them conduct a discovery process. The questions they ask and preliminary observations
provided will help you quickly determine the types of insights they can provide. They should be able to
talk about a systematic approach and provide a clear return-on-investment model.
Fees: These companies usually charge advisory fees, fees for program management and oversight,
and sometimes additional fees for achieving specific goals.
Return-on-investment: Achievement of the desired goals on the scorecard.

Leadership and Culture
A growing number of solution-providers focus specifically on leadership and culture. These firms usually
provide speakers, management training and some include assessment and benchmarking or
assessment tools to help address and enhance individual performance management by identifying
problem managers. The key to achieving a clear return-on-investment from these services is to ensure
they are linked specifically to your brand, mission, values, culture and objectives. The best services
provide feedback software that enables your organization to pinpoint individual managers who need
attention, with some even providing specific training solutions based on the problem.

Fees: These companies charge for their services on a project or hourly basis, as well as setup and perseat charges if technology is involved.
Return-on-investment: High talent and net promoter scores.

Recruitment
Today’s most effective talent recruitment strategies are based on the “employee brand” established as
part of the overall strategic engagement plan. The talent brand is the story your organizations tells
prospective employees about the culture, values, rewards and benefits of being part of your
organization, as well as information that can help candidates determine if they are the right fit. Some
recruitment companies today deploy sophisticated third-party or proprietary testing methods to
determine if there’s the right cultural fit between a candidate and your company.
Fees: In addition to receiving commissions for recruiting candidates, talent branding companies charge
additional fees for assignments to help organizations crystallize a truthful story.
Return-on-investment: Better talent recruitment and higher retention.

Talent Management
Larger or fast-growing organizations can benefit from having a talent management strategy that
identifies key skills and personal qualities necessary for each key role on the organizational chart and
a succession plan for every key role, as well as a professional development effort within the overall
organization to identify candidates for growth and a career development or laddering plan. The
deliverable is a clear plan aligned with your brand, culture, values and objectives that is updated on a
regular basis according to the size of the organization.
Fees: These companies almost always charge professional services fees.
Return-on-investment: Higher retention, productivity, quality and talent net-promoter scores.

Surveys, Assessment & Feedback
A growing number of technology firms provide employee engagement tools to gauge stakeholder
engagement on a regular basis, assess individuals or group performance, attitudes, or actions, or offer
platforms that enable stakeholders to provide instant feedback (anonymously, if the organization
desires). The key to success with these tools is to make sure the overall survey, assessment and
feedback plan is aligned with the strategic plan; that actionable information flows rapidly to the people
who need it and can use it; that the process attempts to track the effectiveness of different engagement
processes; and that the entire organization knows that the process is taken seriously by the CEO. The
best platforms pinpoint management or engagement problem areas with a personalized strategy and
tactics to address them.
Fees: Some of these companies charge professional services fees for creation and implementation of
surveys and feedback platforms, as well as per-seat charges in some cases. Some also include frontline management and coaching solutions.
Return-on-investment: Critical, real-time and actionable information from all stakeholders can provide
an early detection system for a wider problem, identify an opportunity that would have otherwise been
overlooked, or pinpoint warning signals and apply solutions before the problem escalates.

Communications
Communications are at the heart of any enterprise approach to engagement, because they provide the
platform for aligning the entire organization—customers, employees, distribution partners, vendors,
communities, volunteers—anyone who can affect the outcome of your organization. Communications
are the “home town” newspaper that binds a community by sharing its news and telling the stories of
its people in a compelling way.
Content: Organizations can benefit by thinking of themselves as a media company with a strategic
communications plan aligned with the overall brand, culture, strategy and objectives to make sure
everyone has: 1) a sense of community around the same brand, values, and culture; 2) the information
they need about management, markets, products, services and trends that can affect their ability to
help external and internal customers; and 3) the specific ways each person can contribute to or benefit
from the organizations, no matter what their relationship with the organization. Organizational
communications should be led by people who think like journalists, not marketers, because the goal is
to inform, not sell. The most effective communications platform is targeted to each audience—
customers, employees, distribution partners, vendors, communities, shareholders, or other
constituencies—but are built on the same foundation, either literally, from a technology standpoint in
the form of an engagement portal, or in the sense that all communications are aligned so that everyone
has similar expectations of the brand.
Media platforms: Having a strategic communications plan helps manage the dizzying array of
communications options that can include branding, print, infographics and animation, digital, face-toface (events), social media and video. The key is to leverage the appropriate platforms to support all
your communications in an aligned, integrated fashion, using the “drip-marketing” approach advocated
by marketing innovator Seth Godin. Rather than try to use every medium, analyze your audiences and
the potential return-on-investment of your communications to establish the right mix. If your company
doesn’t have the resources to produce this content in-house, there are many internal and external
communications companies that can help develop your strategy and tactical plan. The key is to create
an overall story and break it into digestible soundbites over the course of the year in an orchestrated
fashion and in a systematic and measurable way.
Permission management: Consumers are increasingly concerned about their privacy and the number
and nature of communications they receive and how they receive them. The larger the organization,
the more it needs a professional permission-management strategy, not only to anticipate coming
regulations but to also increase customer receptivity to communications.
Fees: These companies generally charge professional fees for content creation and production.
Return-on-investment: Higher probability of achieving specific goals; higher levels of stakeholder
understanding of the brand, value and goals as measured through surveys or feedback.

Job Design
How to make jobs more interesting, meaningful and flexible is one of the most overlooked ways to not
only engage people but to enhance productivity and quality. Job design can enhance engagement by
making jobs more interesting and more enriching by enabling people to profit from job-sharing programs
that lead to greater work-life flexibility. Outside experts can help analyze your organization’s task
requirements through employee involvement, observational processes and skill assessments to
determine the optimal way to minimize the sorts of rote and mechanical operations that contribute to
disengagement, accidents and turnover. In so doing, they can often identify the best ways to create
job-sharing opportunities to break up routines and enable people to cover for colleagues to reduce the
impact of absences.

Fees: Job design consultants generally charge professional services fees.
Return-on-investment: Higher retention and talent net-promoter scores.

Learning
A huge and thriving industry of online and offline learning and gamification companies exist to help
companies develop strategic and tactical learning programs to support either an overall Enterprise
Engagement strategy or a more focused skills-oriented program. In either case, the key is to make sure
that the learning strategy supports the overall brand, values and culture, and is integrated and aligned
with other engagement strategies and tactics. Too often, organizations segregate learning from
incentive, recognition, or other engagement strategies, missing an enormous opportunity to promote
the key behaviors and actions necessary for internal and external customer satisfaction.
Fees: Learning companies charge fees for learning program development and for technology,
oftentimes on a per-seat basis.
Return-on-investment: Higher levels of internal or external customer satisfaction as measured
through engagement surveys, higher retention and net promoter scores.

Incentive Programs
Some estimates put annual spending on incentive programs using non-cash rewards for employees
and salespeople at close to $50 billion, with much more spent on cash incentives that go untracked,
and yet the latest surveys indicate that only about 25% of companies have a formal return-oninvestment strategy for their programs. The most common errors are:
• Rewarding the top 20% of people who would have performed anyway
• Failing to move the middle-60%
• Failing to reward both results and the actions that lead to results to ensure that people are achieving
their goals in an ethical or sustainable manner—i.e., in the customer’s best interest
• Failing to distinguish between compensation and recognition
• Fostering competition or lack of cooperation
• Failing to integrate the incentive program with the organization’s assessment, communications,
learning, community and other platforms to engage people in an integrated way.
Fees: Many incentive companies charge small fees for technology, program design and project
management to make their profits on markups on rewards. This approach has several drawbacks,
including:
1) The recipients pay for the consulting and other services used to engage them and often knows they
are getting a poor value for the points they have earned.
2) The purchasing department doesn’t understand why the cost of the products is so high and may
discount the expertise provided by the solution-provider in program design and implementation.
3) Depending on the program structure, there will be breakage (unredeemed points), for which the
client is often paying.
Recommendations: The most appropriate and transparent model involves professional service fees
for program design; setup and per-seat charges for technology if involved; payment upon points
issuance when people achieve the goals or perform the desired actions; and payment upon redemption
for the awards with the appropriate markup for catalog curation and management, customer service,
shipping, tracking and reporting.

Return-on-investment: Few if any engagement or other business tactics have a clearer ROI if properly
implemented, using both action and results measures to track the correlation between what happens
and what gets achieved.

Loyalty
Of all the areas of engagement undergoing the greatest disruption, the loyalty business is at the top of
the list. The industry grew up out of a very transactional, rewards- and points-based approach that
focused mostly on carrots. Today, organizations of all sizes have determined that loyalty goes beyond
transactional added-value or discounts to include the entire customer experience and emotional
connection to the brand, and so have begun to take a more 360-degree approach. This means
developing strategies that not only reward people for loyalty but also help create an emotional
connection by adding value through information, experiences, special privileges and customer councils,
and in doing so achieve a greater, more measurable return-on-investment.
Fees: Loyalty companies charge professional service fees for program design and implementation, set
up, per-seat or other fees for loyalty technology and fees for rewards, catalogs, redemption
management, customer service and shipping.
Return-on-investment: Like incentive programs, loyalty is one of the most measurable of all
engagement tactics, as the ability to measure revenue per employee, frequency of purchase and
willingness to recommend are relatively easy to track.

Promotions
Sweepstakes and contests remain a viable way to generate attention with all audiences. To achieve
the best results, their objectives, theme, message and reward selection are tightly aligned with the
overall engagement plan, brand, culture, values and objectives. Note that promotions having to do with
consumers often involve an understanding of how to leverage other marketing and social media
strategies, as well as negotiate myriad state and some federal statutes depending on the industry, so
it’s critical to work with an expert.
Fees: Sweepstakes, contest and related gamification companies charge for professional services and
legal advisory fees, program set-up, prize selection and redemption fees.
Recommendations: If your promotion involves consumers or any critical audience, get expert advice,
as what might seem simple and obvious about a promotion to the uninitiated can be a landmine leading
to a social media firestorm or worse. The promotion agency’s website and history will provide an
immediate indication of their depth of experience.
Return-on-investment: Properly designed sweepstakes or contests have very clear measures in
terms of eyeballs and engagement that generally can easily be measured. However, if the underlying
product or service offer lacks value, no promotion can generate a true return-on-investment.

Diversity and Community
Having a diverse, cohesive community provides a competitive edge because of the range of
perspectives contributed when all stakeholders are engaged. Every human capital strategy should
include in its employee, distribution partner and customer engagement plan a specific strategy or
tactical plan for enhancing diversity. Organizations with an active communications strategy and platform
support organizations of value to their customers and encourage employee clubs or communities
uniting people of diverse interests. Every effort should be taken to encourage cooperation between

these clubs on joint activities of mutual interest to promote cohesiveness across the organization.
Everyone of every race, ethnicity, sex, or other orientation shares common values of humanity that can
create a unifying theme and bring people together.
Fees: Consultants assisting with diversity and community services generally charge professional
service fees.
Return-on-investment: Achievement of a representative cross section of communities combined with
a high level of retention, net promoter and engagement survey scores.

Innovation, Collaboration & Empowerment
Organizations with a strategic and systematic approach to engaging all stakeholders know that crowdsourcing ideas from all communities in a meaningful way is a powerful motivator and source of
beneficial ideas or problem identifiers. The best ideas can come from customers, employees,
distribution partners—anyone. On the other hand, many companies with innovation strategies overlook
the importance of engaging the people involved, focusing more on process and technology than people.
While there are a number of companies with sophisticated innovation consulting and technology
services, the key is to have the commitment of the CEO and a team to make sure the human element
is addressed and that all ideas get reviewed with proper communication, acted upon if appropriate,
tracked for return-on-investment, rewarded and communicated. The community needs to know who
contributed what and when, the benefit to the organization and how contributors were recognized. The
best innovation strategies are built into a collaborative culture that encourages employees to work
together in teams to come up with new ways to improve processes, outcomes and experiences.
Fees: Innovation companies usually charge professional service fees and often technology setup and
per-seat charges.
Return-on-investment: Innovation is one of the most measurable of all engagement tactics; it is clearly
tracked by the value of the ideas implemented.

Rewards and Recognition
In perhaps no area of engagement is more money spent based on the least amount of science.
Although there are now dozens of useful studies on the best use of rewards and recognition, most
companies fail to follow basic principles identified by years of research and supported by common
sense.
Program design: The way a gift, incentive, or recognition program is designed is as important as the
reward itself. Great care should be given to make sure that the right behaviors are encouraged and
messages sent, and that there are no overlooked or unintended consequences.
The reward experience: It is equally important to distinguish between rewards/recognition and
compensation and pricing, and to make sure that the selection of the product, the brand and the
personalization and customization of the reward is appropriate and heartfelt, in such a way that it
creates a buzz throughout the entire organization. The most effective programs use brands selectively
as a medium to tell a story about the company’s values and understanding of the recipient.
Fees: Many rewards and recognition companies roll their catalog, technology and advisory fees into
the reward markup; others might separate out fees for the catalog or advisory fees.
Return-on-investment: Generally, these organizations can be evaluated against the scorecard

developed for the program in which they are used—i.e., to promote specific behaviors, actions, or
results consistent with the brand, values and objectives.
Benefits
Over the last few years, many organizations have stepped up their efforts to provide flexible working
arrangements, perquisites, discounts on products, health club memberships and other benefits to
attract talent. All these programs have sustainable value only if they’re part of a CEO-led strategic and
systematic approach to engaging all stakeholders. Rarely do perquisites have sufficient value to offset
the pernicious effects of indifferent CEOs or managers. Under the best of circumstances, benefits and
perquisite programs are designed to align with the brand, culture, values and objectives so that they’re
consistent with the overall organizational story, brand and culture.
Fees: Business models vary widely depending on the type of perquisite, with some employee discount
programs having a very low cost based on the ability of the organization to generate aggregate buying
volume.
Return-on-investment: Higher retention and net promoter scores.
Analytics
This may be one of the more misunderstood elements of engagement. Analytics go beyond
straightforward data analysis to detect leading indicators and prescriptive solutions based on those
indicators. Modern analytics is not about looking backward but using regressive analysis and other
techniques to predict the future and/or to run “what-if” scenarios based on actual behavioral data rather
than simple surveys. This sounds pernicious, but used in the cause of helping create a better employee
or customer experience, analytics provide a powerful tool. For instance, while most companies don’t
follow these findings, analytics often indicate that the faster a company responds to an upset customer
(i.e., the quicker that unhappy person finds a soothing human being), the better the outcome in terms
of re-engagement and a greater willingness to recommend.
Fees: These companies charge professional service fees to provide the high-level brainpower and
database analysis necessary to come up with actionable, data- and behavior-based recommendations
or warnings, as well as recommendations on the most useful data available to achieve actionable
results.
Return-on-investment: Recommendations for specific strategies or tactics that can lead to more
predictable, positive results or anticipate problems.

Engagement Technology
Companies seeking to engage an enterprise of customers, employees, distribution partners, vendors
and communities can use a wide variety of technology platforms, when the ideal state is to integrate
and align engagement across the enterprise in the way achieved by CRM (customer relationship
management) technology. The rise of an enterprise approach to engagement has spurned the
development of a new category known as Enterprise Engagement Technology that seeks to integrate
and align on one platform all the key audiences as well as the key areas of engagement, including
assessment, communications, learning, community and diversity, innovation, rewards and recognition,
etc. These technologies may or may not be linked to a specific reward system or designed to be linked
to any reward solution desired. Some incentive, recognition and loyalty companies have their own
proprietary platforms.
Fees: Generally, there are setup and customization charges, as well as per-seat fees and additional
costs for rewards, catalog curation, redemption, shipping and customer service. Some companies will

charge less for the technology if there is a reward program, and perhaps nothing for the technology if
there is sufficient reward volume. Some companies will not let you use their technology unless there
are rewards involved.
Return-on-investment: Enterprise engagement technology has the potential to be the equivalent of
customer relationship management (CRM) for the enterprise that goes beyond tracking relationships
to promoting and enabling all the behaviors and actions conducive to organizational success. The
resulting measures will be higher revenue per customer and employee and higher talent and customer
net promoter scores.

2019 Enterprise Engagement
Solution-Provider Directory
This is the first directory of Engagement Solution-Providers for organizations seeking to design and
implement a strategic and systematic approach to engaging all stakeholders. The descriptions are
taken from the company’s web sites and condensed to no more than 25 words to assure uniformity,
except for sponsored listings. EEA does not attest to the claims made by any of these companies.
This directly will be available in an online searchable database in the spring of 2019. If you feel your
company should be included, please e-mail Bruce Bolger at Bolger@TheEEA.org. There is no cost for
a basic listing to qualified companies.
•
•

•
•
•
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Full-Service Engagement Agencies
Tactical Solution-Providers
• Engagement Consultants/Advisory Services
• Assessment/Surveys/Feedback
• Employee Engagement/Recognition Programs
• Loyalty/Promotions
• Recruitment/Talent Branding
• Communications
• Events
• Digital
• Social
• Trade Shows
• Video
Learning
Incentive Programs
Engagement Technology
Analytics

Full-Service Engagement Agencies
This category of company can provide strategies and/or specific solutions for all key audiences and types of programs,
including offering many of the services in-house or through managed outsourcing.
BI Worldwide, BiWorldwide.com. BI achieves results by inspiring sales and non-sales employees, building channel
loyalty and engaging customers with the tools and knowledge to drive sustainable results.

EGR International
EGR International Inc. is a full-service Engagement Agency
focused on internal motivation, performance improvement
campaigns, global conference planning, channel and customer
engagement strategies, brand management and marketing.
EGRInternational.com
EEA Leading Supporter

ITA Group, ITAGroup.com. ITA Group creates powerful results by transforming global employees, channel partners and
customers into all-out advocates of your business by inspiring authentic, lasting emotional connections. Certified
Engagement Practitioner.
Maritz, Maritz.com. Maritz is behavior company that uses the science of behavior to help clients address business
challenges and their people to reach their full potential.

Tactical Solution Providers
Engagement Consultants/Advisory Services
Dr. Bob Nelson, DrBobNelson.com. Dr. Bob Nelson of Nelson Motivation is a management training and consultant who
specializes in helping organizations improve their management practices, programs and systems.
Coffman Organization, CoffmanOrganization.com. Helps organizations around the world engage and focus their talent
to create enduring competitive advantage.
The Culture Works, TheCultureWorks.com. The Culture Works provides the tools, training and coaching to attract,
develop and retain the right people through growth, development, appreciation and better workplaces.
Jill Christensen International, JillChristensenIntl.com. Jill Christensen International LLC is a global firm that focuses
on teaching companies a proven strategy to increase employee engagement.
Dr. Paul White, DrPaulWhite.com. Dr. Paul White is a psychologist, author, speaker and consultant who makes work
relationships work by creating positive workplace relationships and improved staff morale.
Burnham Marketing, BurnhamMarketing.com. Our suite of services provides the essential approach and methodology
necessary to develop socially responsible and sustainable brands.

The Engagement Agency

Organizations of any size come to us to profit from a strategic and systematic approach to
engaging all stakeholders through strategy design and managed outsourcing, and solutionproviders to profit from an emerging new field through learning, content marketing, thought
leadership and targeted business development.
EngagementAgency.net
EEA Leading Supporter

ICEE is the only advisory practice that provides certification for ISO 10018 Quality People
Management; HR audits based on ISO HR standards; support for the design of human
capital disclosures, and the creation of ISO and ANSI standards.
TheICEE.org
EEA Leading Supporter

Katana Partners, KatanaPartners.com. We help organizations, leaders and employees achieve a work environment that
enables success by addressing, through better management, the attitudes that affect job performance.
Korn Ferry, KornFerry.com. Our solutions benefit leaders, organizations and societies by releasing the full collective
genius of people organizational strategy, talent acquisition, assessment and leadership development.
MaritzCX, MaritCX.com. MaritzCX tackles the complex process of customer data management across every touchpoint
and scale, with advanced collection, integration and validation services to generate results.
Metrus, Metrus.com. We help leaders build organizations that attract, grow and retain talent through a compelling
employer brand, a fulfilling employee experience and a high-performance culture.
ROIpro, Travyers.com/ROIpro. A SaaS model for ROI measurement that systematically incorporates cross-functional
planning, communication and expected impact of any business performance improvement initiative in the TrueROI
calculation.
Root, RootInc.com. Root offers a proven process using disruptive methods to create and accelerate change based on a
well-crafted formula of visualization, data, dialogue and group discussion.

Willis Towers Watson, WillisTowersWatson.com. From benefits to compensation, we use leading-edge thinking, data,
analytics and software to unearth new ways to motivate people, foster well-being and implement effective solutions.
Denise Lee Yohn, DeniseLeeYohn.com. Denise Lee Yohn cracks the code on brand and culture-building to increase
competitiveness, create measurable value for customers/employees and future-proof your business.
Dave Zinger, DaveZinger.com. Dave Zinger helps companies make the ABCs of work come alive by focusing on results,
performance, progress, relationships, recognition, moments, strengths, meaning, wellbeing and energy.

Assessment/Surveys
Confirmit, Confirmit.com. Confirmit’s software and services help businesses listen to customers, markets and
employees, analyze insights and take actions to drive business growth.
Gallup, Gallup.com/workplace. The Gallup Access service combines its Q12 survey platform with a program to set
managers up for success through learning and advice.
MotiveX, ReviveMotivation.com. MotiveX partners with organizational leaders to reduce turnover, drive engagement,
and enable behavior change through our proprietary motivation assessment and interactive learning modules.
Net Promoter System, NetPromoterSystem.com. A way of measuring how well an organization treats people whose
lives it affects—how well it generates relationships worth of loyalty.
Worktango, Worktango.ca. The WorkTango platform creates space for employees to have a voice and helps companies
easily gather frequent feedback for any engagement, transformation, or feedback initiative.

Employee Engagement/Recognition Programs
Bill Sims Co., BillSims.com. We design reward and recognition programs that accelerate organizational change using
our patented SmartCard system to identify and reward committed workers.
Boost Rewards, Recognition.BoostRewards.com. We give your employees purpose by promoting recognition with
rewards and engagement through relationships, leading to a more satisfied workforce.
C.A. Short, CAShort.com. Provides total recognition, years of service, and safety programs supported by the company’s
People Are Everything employee engagement technology.
CS Recognition Solutions, CSRecognition.com. We design and administer corporate recognition and rewards
programs for businesses across the nation and produce everything from custom awards to corporate events.
Employee Engagement Group, EmployeeEngagement.com. The Employee Engagement Group is a personal trainer
for your corporate culture that helps you enhance performance by engaging your employees through surveys, workshops
and technology.
Engage2Excel, Engage2Excel.com. We create engaging candidate and employee experiences from pre-hire to
retirement, including engagement surveys, recruitment and recognition services.
Halo Recognition, HaloRecognition.com. Recognition, rewards and incentive programs built from a passion and
enthusiasm for serving our clients, including achievement solutions, milestones and daily recognition.
Kudosnow, KudosNow.com. An employee experience and culture platform that embraces social software to help
organizations share meaningful recognition and feedback to reduce turnover, improve happiness and performance.
Lipic’s Engagement, Lipic.com. A fifth-generation family-owned engagement firm that helps leaders create highperformance cultures that attract and retain successful employees, customers, suppliers, through an ISO-compliant
process. Certified Engagement Solution Provider.

Madison Performance Group, MadisonPG.com. With a focus on social recognition, Madison delivers intuitive and multifaceted recognition, incentive and service anniversary programs powered by our configurable Maestro SAAS technology.
MTM Recognition, MTMRecognition.com. MTM Recognition provides comprehensive reward, social recognition and
technology driven solutions. We lead the industry in recognition tools that strengthen company culture and drive
engagement. Certified Engagement Practitioner.
OC Tanner, OCTanner.com. A suite of employee experience apps and solutions that connect people to purpose,
accomplishment and one another and to encourage, enable and celebrate victories.
RecogNation, RecogNation.com. We help you build a more positive work culture through employee recognition, from
onboarding to retirement.
Rideau, Rideau.com. Rideau is pioneering an ROI-based approach to recognition that is data-driven using our SaaS
recognition platform, proprietary analytics and breakthrough VISTANCE RQ™ metrics.
Robertson Marketing, RobertsonMarketing.com. We built our business to create connections big, small, online and in
person to support a culture so everyone knows they belong.
Tembosocial, Tembosocial.com. Employee recognition, surveys, forms and polls and idea collaboration integrated into
your Intranet or other internal communication platforms.
Touchstone, Touchstone-Group.com. Touchstone’s cloud-based platform helps its global clients align, engage and
recognize employees through data-driven programs, peer-to-peer recognition and social recognition to deliver measurable
results.
Workhuman, Workhuman.com. Workhuman is an integrated social recognition and continuous performance
management platform to help organizations connect culture to shared purpose.

Loyalty/Promotions
Aimia, Aimia.com. Aimia is a global full-service provider of next-generation loyalty solutions for many of the world’s
leading brands in retail, consumer products, hospitality and financial services.
Connexions Loyalty, LoyaltyCX.com. Connexions is a loyalty company providing consumer rewards redemption and
split pay programs for financial institutions, a large auto manufacturer, two major airlines and more.
Don Jagoda Associates. DJA.com, Don Jagoda Associates has run sweepstakes, contents, games, rebates, loyaty
programs and incentives since 1962, offering the best guidance to execute a successful promotion.
IC Group, ICGroupinc.com. We help global brands and agencies to acquire, engage and retain customers through
rewarding moments with our highly effective and secure digital rewards delivery solutions.
Loyalty One, LoyaltyOne.com. We help you identify your best shoppers, understand their needs and shape their buying
behavior to drive sales, profitability and customer loyalty.
Loyalty by Travel and Transport, TravelandTransport/Loyalty. As your loyalty partner, we are an extension of your
brand and provide the resources necessary for your loyalty and rewards program to thrive. Certified Engagement
Practitioner.

Recruitment/Talent Branding
JWT Inside, JWTInside.com. Innovative recruitment and retention strategies that start with honest and thoughtful
discussions, in-depth employer brand research and close attention to what’s happening in the world.

Events
Altour, Altour.com. Unique, bespoke travel experiences with highly personalized service for meetings, events, incentive
travel, personal tours.
Bear Analytics, BearAnalytics.com. We take the information our clients collect from their events and unlock the power
of data to improve user experiences across membership, events and communities.
Creative Visions, CreativeVisions.com. Creative Visions translates event and media services objectives into a vision
and reality using holistic strategy, in-house expertise and evaluation to guarantee high-impact results.

Lower My Show Costs

We are experts on how to integrate trade shows into an engagement strategy for your key
audiences, as well as creative, light-weight exhibit and related strategies that maximize
trade show impact and ROI.
LowerMyShowCosts.com
EEA Leading Supporter
Presdo, Presdo.com. Event app technology designed to create business opportunities, understand attendee behavior
and engage attendees.
Morley Meetings and Incentives, Morleynet.com/Services/Meetings-Incentives/. Engaging your audience in a
successful meeting or incentive defines our mission – be it site-selection, participant and on-site management, design,
awards, or recordkeeping.

Digital
Brandmovers, Brandmovers.com. We create digital engagement experiences connecting brands to customers.
PossibleNow, Possiblenow.com. We consolidate and collect consumer communication preferences and consent from
across the enterprise, enabling companies to enhance personalization and ensure compliance.

Social
Sprinklr, Sprinkler.com. Sprinklr’s Social Messaging consolidates the channels your customers communicate on into a
single unified platform with sophisticated functionality across listening, publishing and reporting.

Video
MediaMobz, MediaMobz.com. From Imagination to Insights™: GreenLightXpress from MediaMobz is the only
comprehensive video content marketing production, collaboration, distribution and measurement platform.

Learning
Note: There are hundreds of training companies offering a complete range of services. These companies focus
specifically on providing customized training that could be applied to engagement strategies.
Bear Analytics, BearAnalytics.com. We take the information our clients collect from their events and unlock the power
of data to improve user experiences across membership, events and communities.

Brainier, Brainier.com. An enterprise learning platform that provides a high level of flexibility for the rapidly changing and
sometimes highly sophisticated needs of today’s learners.
Haydle, Haydle.com. Haydle Enterprise Q&A accelerates your organization by giving everyone the power to ask and
answer questions using a search engine to find the right expert.
Kineo, Kineo.com. From sensible advice to first-rate content to a hard-working platform, we’ll deliver the best in
workplace learning and development.

Enterprise Engagement Academy

The only complete learning and certification program on Enterprise Engagement and
Rewards and Recognition, as well as a customizable learning platform for any application
to power any type of new product, service, or other learning needs.
EEA.tmlu.org
EEA Leading Supporter

Incentive Programs
All Star Incentives, AllStarIncentives.com. All Star is full-service incentive and performance improvement company that
develops, implements and manages incentive solutions and corporate identity programs for employees and salespeople,
offering heightened retention and increased productivity.
Bright Spot, BrightSpotIncentivesEvents.com. We help clients build genuine relationships through incentives, travel
and events supported by technology with a focus on sales and channel programs.
CGP Group, CPerformanceGroup.com. An Engagement Agency impacting employees, sales channels and customers
to drive measurable and meaningful results through customer loyalty, sales/channel education and events.
Creative Group Inc., CreativeGroupInc.com. We design solutions that leverage the science of human behavior and
motivation to drive sales, increase profits and increase performance, including our i|xperience®and Design Sprints
.

FIRE Light Group

FLG solutions help improve the engagement, retention and performance of your
employees, business partners and customers. With our software and services, we help
clients recognize and reinforce the behaviors that deliver business value.
Certified Engagement Practitioner
FireLightGroup.com
EEA Leading Supporter

E Group, EGroupEngage.com. We creatively design, ethically source and innovatively package products to power
online stores, deliver recognition and rewards and drive growth through incentives.
Frosch Rewards and Incentives. FroschIncentives.com. Our Incentel™-powered programs support on-the-spot,
wellness, training, safety, service awards and year contests all on one HR-friendly platform.
HMI Performance Incentives, HMIAward.com. We help you pinpoint opportunities in your business strategy where you’ll
have the greatest success when inserting incentive tactics for your target audience.
Incentive Services, IncentiveServices.com. We motivate behavior change, reinforce performance achievement and
encourage organizational engagement and loyalty through service, incentive and loyalty programs for all audiences.
Incenta Rewards, IncentaRewards.com. We offer programs that help your business grow, including customer loyalty
programs, casino programs, employee sales incentive programs, gifting and safety programs.
Marketing Innovators, MarketingInnovators.com. Marketing Innovators helps you build a bridge between the bottom
line and the authentic connections that are hard to come by and impossible to fake.
Motivation Excellence, MotivationExcellence.com. It’s not about parties and prizes. It’s about people. We’re different
because we know that the rewards aren’t nearly as important as who you’re rewarding.
MotivAction, MotivAction.com is a performance improvement company delivering employee engagement, sales
incentive, meeting and event programs to motivate your employee and partner audiences to achieve more.
MTC Performance, MTCPerformance.com. MTC provides complete solutions, including incentive software for
manufacturers, distributors, large resellers and national chains to efficiently manage exciting sales incentive programs to
achieve business goals.
Next Level Performance, NXLPerformance.com. We help people and organizations attain the next level of
performance, from incomparable incentive travel programs, to engaging recognition software and sales
incentives. Certified Engagement Solution Provider.
Ovation Incentives, OvationsIncentives.com. We are a technology-focused performance improvement agency that
helps our clients by incentivizing, rewarding and motivating their customers, partners and employees.
Performance Strategies, PerformanceStrategies.com. A full-service incentive and performance-enhancement
company that creates the best incentive programs tailored specifically to the needs of your company.
Perks, Perks.com. Corporate incentive programs that motivate the ones who matter most to your business, whether it’s
in the channel, employee recognition and rewards, or consumer loyalty.
Premier Business Systems, PremierBus.com. We help companies achieve sales and channel goals by leveraging
data, experience, and best practices in program design supported by technology designed for channel solutions.
Staymetrics, Staymetrics.com. Staymetrics combines behavioral psychology, management and organizational culture to
create a rewards and recognition platform to promote a culture to foster truck driver retention.
Strategic Incentives, StrategicIncentives.com. Strategic Incentives is a full-service provider of incentive marketing and
performance improvement solutions to assist clients in sales, marketing, quality, loyalty, change management and
customer satisfaction.
United Incentives: UnitedIncentives.com. We are a full-service incentive marketing company passionately committed to
helping our clients achieve their business objectives through sales incentives, customer loyalty, promotions and employee
engagement.
Viktor, VictorWithak.com. We are an incentives, meetings and rewards agency delivering global programs that engage
employees, channel partners and customers.

Xceleration, Xceleration.com. We pride ourselves on designing reward and recognition programs which enable our
clients to not just meet their business objectives but exceed them.

Engagement Technology
Note: There is wide variety of social intranet and collaboration software available to companies. The solutions featured
here are more narrowly focused on software that focuses specifically on engaging employees, customers, distribution
partners, etc., in a way that connect rewards and recognition programs to other engagement tactics, such as learning,
communications and social recognition.
Beyond360, Beyond360.com. A technology platform to drive employee and consumer engagement through an
integrated collaborative hub leading to attraction and retention of talent and consumers.
TheEMPLOYEEapp, TheEmployeeApp.com. TheEMPLOYEEapp is a holistic internal communication solution that
allows employees to have fast access to the information, documents and tools they need to succeed.
Carlton/Power2Motivate, Carlton.ca. We enable rapid deployment of recognition, sales and channel incentives, training
programs and rewards and a global rewards solution with over 10 million rewards.
The Go Mo Platform, Gold-Group.com. Our scalable, cloud-based GoMo platform helps simplify transactions and
connect with your audience in the moment to help consumers make faster decisions and take desirable actions.
Grosum, Grosum.com. Employee performance software to provide the best tools for employee appraisals, feedback,
and compensation.
Limeade, Limeade.com. Our integrated solutions for employee well-being, engagement, inclusion and communications
create one seamless experience.
Motivation Technologies, MoTechHQ.com, A Learning Management System that includes rewards and community to
build advocacy and generate a team of believers who just can’t turn off.
Phix, Phix.com. We are marketing technologists who deliver disruptive, unique brand experiences for . companies in
growth industries and are both a think tank and seal team.
Paramax, Pmx.com. AchievaSUITE is the a fully integrated incentive management technology written in Microsoft .NET
that enables points-based programs and awards for any audience.
Proformax, Proformax.com. Live 360-degree stakeholder engagement for internal functions, processes, projects, or
initiatives.
Transcend Engagement, TranscendEngagement.com. Transcend Engagement provides employee relationship
management (ERM) software to do for employee engagement what customer relationship platforms have done for
customers: Maximize your employee’s human potential. Certified Engagement Practitioner.
Workstride, Workstride.com. Builds highly configurable channel incentive, employee recognition and rewards programs
that address dynamic business needs, helping clients increase engagement, optimize performance and enhance results.
Xvoyant, Xvoyant.com. Xvoyant transforms Salesforce into a platform that empowers sales leaders and reps to win
more, fill pipeline gaps, hit goals and achieve career aspirations.

Analytics
Boire Filler Group, BoireFillerGroup.com. The Boire Filler Group helps companies build customer relationships through
predictive analytics, data management, business intelligence reporting and customer value management to drive better
decisions.
McBassi, McBassi.com. We help forward-thinking executives manage their organizations in the “sweet spot” by driving
better business results through improved employee, customer and member experience.

